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Changes eyed to save school money

decison on one proposal could
come by the end of the semester.
"Wooster has a good study

Editor-in-Chi- ef

A series of proposals to alter the

College's study abroad program
saving the institution an estimated $300,000 a year
awaits
the approval of President R.
Stanton Hales.
Officials said they hope the plans
will keep the popular program alive
in the face of a growing budget
deficit. They have blamed an
increase in the number of students
studying abroad as one of the factors leading to the school's $1 million shortfall this year, expected to
rise to $1.5 million next year. A

Violence can only be concealed
by a lie, and the lie can only be
maintained by violence.
--

abroad program, and we are now
wondering how we can afford it at
this level of popularity," Hales said.

Dean of the Faculty Tom
Falkner echoed Hales' comments.
"The question becomes 'could
there conceivably be a point at
which the demand on the
College's resources exceeds our
ability to support the study abroad
program?' And I think we would
have to admit that theoretically
that could happen," he said.
The first of the proposals, most
widely approved by members of

the Educational Policy, Financial
Advisory and the International
Education Committees, according
to Hales, would affect the cost of
study abroad tuition. Students
would be charged the full cost of
Wooster's comprehensive fee,
minus applicable financial aid,
regardless of the cost of the overseas program. Therefore, the student would pay the cost for a
semester at the College.
The College's current study
abroad tuition policy applies the
student's normal financial aid
package to the tuition cost of the
institution. This practice, which, according to Hales,
off-camp-us

New FYS program will
combine living and learning
Lisdsay Bye
Asst. News Editor
The College is exploring the
possibility of a program that
would include four sections of
r
Seminar living
together in assigned houses to
g
create a first-yeFirst-Yea-

living-learnin-

ar

experience.
The program, which could be
implemented as early as this fall,
calls for up to four sections of
FYS that would not only be in
class together, but also live
together.

see "Changes, " pg. 3

Students unite for violence awareness
Mary Nienaber &

Maren L. Miller

The houses that the administration has set aside for this program
are Miller Manor and Westminster
Cottage, each housing two coeducational programs.
The program was explored by
the committee on first-yeexperience, which is made up of faculty, students and administrators.
It will be piloted by Dean of the
Faculty Tom Falkner and
by
Director
of
Residential Life and Housing
Dave Brown and Assistant to the
Dean of the Faculty Sheila
ar

Voice

Staff

In Mackey Hall, a bell tolled
every 15 seconds, signifying that
yet another woman in the United
States had been raped. The silence
of the room as the bell's reverberations died away spoke volumes.
The audience members said nothing, in silent agreement that the
violence has to stop.
Tuesday night, Wooster students united for the Take Back the
Night Rally. The annual event,
which gives students, especially
women, the chance to literally
"take back" the night by rallying
for a return to safety and security
on campus was well attended by
both male and female members of
the campus community.
It also provided an open forum

Kauke to get facelift
not for a long time.

but

page 2

Alexander Solzhenitsyn

America's Oldest Weekly College Newspaper

Proposals could alter study abroad
Leila Atassi

I

co-direct-

ed

The new program will focus on
building a bridge between academic work and living situations
to provide a more coordinated,
better overall experience.
"Research shows that students
in these communities have an
increase in retention rates, academic performance and satisfaction." Brown said.
g
One

community
that has already had tremendous success at the College is
the language suite program in
living-learnin-

Luce Hall.
Due to the success of the language-suite
programs, as well as

success
year's
of
comArmington's first-yea- r
munity and other first-yehall programs, the upcoming
this

ar

g
program looks
forward to success.
Faculty members who will be
teaching FYS next semester
have been invited to indicate
their interest in participating
proin this as a
gram and a residential option for
their students.
living-learnin-

co-curricu-

See "FYSers, " pg. 3

Wilson.

I
Photo by Mary Nienaber
Take Back the Night took place on Tuesday. Students and some faculty
marched around campus in a show of support for victims of violence.

to discuss the need to put an end
to the violence that is prevalent in
the world and on campus-- .
.Emily Task, coordinator of the

Women's Resource Center, kicked
off the evening by welcoming

Campus needs better
communication.

Wooster grads find football
beyond Papp Stadium.

- page 4

1

In Memoriam

1

I

On the evening of April 11, 2002, Cameron Bonner, a College m
struggle with 1
of Wooster student, passed away after a
leukemia. A dear friend to many, he will be sorely missed. Any
students or faculty who wish to send their condolences can
address them to Mr. and Mrs. James Bonner, 9409 Coral Lane,
1
Alexandria, VA 22309. A memorial service will be held in
Alexandria today.
two-ye-

I

lar

ar

I

See "Students, " pg. 2
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Wooster students entertain
themselves in the springtime sun.
- page 8

Men's tennis turns season
around.
-

page
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Lindsay Bye

Kauke renovations still jar in the juture

shorter
duration
project,
which Walton believes to be bet-

before we begin construction."
Bob Walton, vice president of
finance and business, said.
Vice President of Development
Sally Patton suggested that the
renovation might not even begin
until this year's first years are
graduating in 2005.
Kauke will be one of the capital
projects for the College's upcoming fundraising campaign.
"The Kauke renovation is
going to definitely be the

ter than perhaps one that spans
two or more years but leaves part
of Kauke open for classrooms.
The College's plans for Kauke
include creating social space for

conveniences like those available
in other recently renovated buildings on campus.
Officials say that it won't

largest project of this decade,"
said Walton.

change the exterior of the
building, as this will be an inte-

Walton explained that the plan
is to renovate Kauke in one year.

rior renovation.
The College has a rule that it

much-neede-

students
professors,
and
adding
and
giving the building an upgrade
by adding modern, high-tec-h
air-condition- ing

Students take back the night
continued from page I

the
importance of creating a safe
place for anyone who wanted
to speak.

everyone

and

stressing

Many items were discussed,
from personal stories of survival
dating back to elementary school.
Others were stories that brought
gasps and tears from the audience,

including stories of violence
and a lack of support for survivors of abuse at Wooster
that they claim the administration has not done enough to
stop.
The themes from the evening
regarded violence as a serious
problem that does not appear to
have an end in sight
Several
readers of poems and statistics
made the point that violence does
not discriminate.
Other information described
how anyone can be victims of
abuse and rape and are problems that transcend race, gender, and class.
Betsy Quilligan '02 was
another active participant in

both the planning and execution of the event.
She sold
in Lowry
with feminist sayings in the
past few days to provide a
prelude to the night and to
help defray costs.
t-sh-

irts

"The reaction from last night
was positive. Emily Task did a
great job planning the event ...
a community developed from

outside

social

groups.

Quilligan said.
After the march across campus, the group met for a candlelight vigil to remember and

recognize the victims of violence and abuse in the world.
The group was also invited to
return to Mackey Hall for
reflection on the events of the
evening.

Are you interested in being one of the

campus's student leaders?

'

Bryan Perkb

Kauke Hall may not change on the outside, but will get a complete
facelift on the inside as soon as enough money has been raised.

rooms will be relocated to and
then after Kauke is renovated,

two years.
There have been no proposals,
and these figures are still very
rudimentary, cautioned Patton.
"It's a project that needs to be
done, and it'll be wonderful when
it is done," Patton said.
"It's a very important project,
and one that we're very excited
about It's one where there will be
a lot of interest to alumni,
friends and other donors, but
until we have an actual plan
and a design to present we're not
asking people for money."
"It's just the prefect project for
anybody who has ever gone to
school here, even if it's just 10
dollars ... to play a part in funding
that because it's just an important
part of every student's life,"
Walton said.

the College will centralize
Computer and User Services, formerly Academic Computing
Services, there instead.
"I think the renovation will be
very positive ... people will be
very proud to have Kauke return
to its majesty," Walton said.
As for the cost Walton said that
it could be anywhere from $20 to
$25 million for the renovation of
Kauke. Patton's view was more
conservative, saying that $18
million was probably a more likely figure.
The College has no architectural design as of yet and no bidding
on the Kauke project will occur
until the upcoming fundraising
campaign goes public in the next

Why not run for the SGA cabinet?
ar Je

An

Petitions are now available to become
eligible to run on the SGA ballot for the
2002-200- 3
school year.
Pick up your petition at Lowry Front Desk.
They are due on Tuesday, April 23 at 9 p.m.
Contact Jennifer Telischak, ext 6376, or
Jonathan Honefenger. ext. 5943, with questions.
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College officials said this week
it will be several years before the

.

Wkitek

TOBY

Hall, will occur.
"It would be at least two years

Staff

cannot begin construction until
the money to build is in hand
and as the campaign for Kauke
as not yet gone public, that day
is far in the future.
The decision to build will ultimately
come when "the
Trustees decide that they have
enough comfort on funding for
that," said Walton.
Many small things have been
done, however, to ensure that
upon its occurrence the renovation of Kauke goes smoothly.
When the College built Morgan
Hall this year, for example,
they uprooted Pine Street and
did extensive utility work on
the south end of campus so
that when Kauke is renovated,
all that work will not need to be
done again.
Also, the entire top floor of.
Morgan has been left open, not
specified for any department
That will turn into one of the
major places where class- -

'-miO-

d
renovations of the
College's main building, Kauke

which will be accomplished by
shutting down the entire building
and rerouting classes and faculty
to other buildings, such as the
recently built Morgan Hall.
While this would be a major
disruption of office and classroom space, it would also be a

Sahah Coke
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Investment Club receives donation
Craig Rolle

Staff Writer

Each year the Jenny Investment
Club presents the Board of
Trustees of The College of
Wooster with fundraising results,
vision for the club and their
investment strategies.
This year, the Jenny Investment
Club had some great news for the
Trustees: they had surpassed their
financial goals in two out of the
past three years.
In response to this achievement,
the Trustees decided $500,000 of
the College's endowment for this
year should be invested in the
Club given its recent successful
track "record. According to Zane
Jones '03, current president of the
ever-changi- ng

club, this year the club "gave a
solid presentation
and the
Trustees felt that some of the
College's endowment would be
with us."
Although its name has changed,
the club still currently provides
international students with scholarships. According to Jones, last
year the club paid out just over
$20,000 dollars in scholarship
funds for international students.
Asked about how the club
intends to invest the endowment,
Jones stated that the endowment
would be invested in a new financial portfolio. "This is certainly a
surprising and challenging development and the entire club is
excited to get started on this new
well-invest-

ed

3
WVN gets nearly naked

portfolio," Jones said.
The Jenny Investment Club
meetings are open to all students
and faculty members. They meet
each Wednesday at 6:00 p.m. in
the Faculty Lounge in Lowry.
Jones said "The club was started" by Hans H. Jenny a professor
of economics at the College in
the
from chapel fines
paid by students who missed
church every Sunday." The club
was then called the Jenny Student
Aid Fund whose mission statement is to "give College of
Wooster students an opportunity
to learn about investing with real
money" and "to provide interna- -.
tional students with scholarship
funds," Jones said.
mid-195-

0s

Changes proposed for study abroad
continued from page

semester's tuition at the
College," Walton said.
"The practice of charging a normal comprehensive fee is seen as
putting us in the mainstream, and it
has met general approval," Hales
said. "But none of the other proposals have received the widespread
acknowledgment as being the right
thing to do. You never find out
what the right route is until you discuss a number of proposals."
These other proposals include
one that could create difficulty for
students who wish to study abroad
for two semesters. According to
Hales, the policy would require
students to either forfeit their
financial aid during the additional semester or petition to the
Dean of the Faculty.
Tm hopeful that the College
will never have to limit the number
of students who can enjoy the
opportunity to study "abroad or the
amount of time that students could
programs,"
spend in
a

1

deviates from normal policy at
other colleges, makes it possible
for the student to pay less in
tuition fees if the program's
tuition is less than that of Wooster.
"The primary benefit for us is
that it puts less of a drain on our
internal financial aid, which we
continue to fund when you choose
to study abroad," said Bob Walton,
vice president for finance and
business. He said internal financial aid includes grants, scholarships, loans, work study and other
options offered by the College.
The objective of installing the
tuition change, according to
Walton, is to help "stabilize" the
budget and conserve money that
could be applied to the daily operating budget "Depending on your
personal financial aid package,
you might only have to pay half of

off-camp-us
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Falkner said.

The third proposal suggests a
spring application deadline for
students wishing to study abroad
for either fall or spring semester
of the following year.
"There is a financial benefit in
that certainly the College operates
better when students are here. The
goal is to control the variability
to be able to predict more fully the
number of students who will be on
campus for the entire year,"

If
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ar.d there will be a special prize
for the group who celiac's the most donations. Students may sign
up today and tomorrow in Lowry. In addition, the WVN is sponsoring the art wall in Lowry and will be displaying various acts of
volantcerisra by Wooster students throughout the week. On, April
24 the WVN will sponsor an agency meeting in Lowry, in which
students will be able to mingle with represenatives of various agenRounding
cies in Wooster that are in need of
out the week, will be the WVN's annual canned food drive, which
will be held on. April 26 from 2. to 6 p.m.
Throughout the week students may sign op in the WVN office to
help with the collection of cans from the neighboring communities
Li town. Later that n!;ht the WVN will sponsor Happy Hour in the
Underground, offerirg Karaoke from 7 to 9 p.m. All money raised
!
l:
r.::on An
wi'J
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Walton said.
"I'm hopeful that we might not
have to implement that proposal,"
said Falkner. "I think that many
students are probably not in the
position to determine what program they might like to participate
in spring of next year," he said.
According to Hales, an alternative solution to the financial
dilemma would be to limit the
number of students selected to
study abroad, based on academic
standing and other criteria.
"Some schools do what we don't
want to do, which is select students on a competitive basis,"
Hales said. "We do not want to
establish a ceiling on how many
students can study abroad."
Although the tuition change
proposal is on the horizon, with a
decision probable by the end of
the semester. Hales said, "We will

1

.

;

.;..:.

a

I'
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:

s
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s,

student-volunteer- s.

:

"

not put something into effect until
we've been able to give sufficient
advanced notification."
"The College prides itself on
being international in many ways

and having a strong study abroad
program is part of that," Hales
said. "But we have to make
sure our reach doesn't exceed
our grasp."

FYSers to learn in class and in housing
continued from page

1

Participation will be entirely
everyone
for
voluntary
involved. Incoming first-yeawill be notified of the
new option on residential life

rs

and housing forms as well as the

form indicating the
dents' interest in First-Ye-

stuar

Seminar topics.
"We're hoping to carry some of
the educational excitement into

experience,"
the residential
Falkner said. Additional plans

for the program have not been
clearly defined.
"Right now, it's very much
up to the participants in the
that will
program to create it
be
said
very exciting,"
Falkner.
The new program is also
part of some changes in the
role of residential life and

housing in campus houses.
The Office of Residential Life
and Housing is " looking forward to more direct contact
with students in small houses.
"RAs could provide programs
and activities that would cor-

relate

with

class

topics,"

Brown said.
This would connect the RAs
with the classroom aspect of
their residents' lives."
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Editor: Erin McCann

Communicating for a change
S. G. A. 5
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Communication, like sex and
alcohol, is a fact of life. So, like
these two, why not be responsible about it?

.en

By responsibility, I mean edu-
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native a:iJ President id' t!ie United
ti.'.l, j .: .t on TV and in our dreams),
.As cf Ani'iKj
M.:,;n Ni.een would be an ideal spiker. I lis interest might
participation in the
!e pi. pied by Wooster 's mu!ii-ca- r
annu.il School Of Angel icas Protest, an event Sheen attends
nud-Oht-

o

S
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and supports. I lis composure, idealism and integrity transcend the screen, and he seems to be the perfect antidote to
cynicism in an aje that champions it
Thinking closer to Wooster, perhaps U.S. District Judge
Salomon Oliver fV) cou'd share his sagacity and experience w i:h the graduating class. His lifelong commitment to
j a.; ice ci'iilJ provide a speech tli.it this class w ill remember
t r the rct (f their lives, or at least until they are employed.
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Don't use a newspaper column to
place blame, sling mud, point
fingers or vent. Use it to present
an informed argument and a posProactiveness
sible solution.

To the editors,

i

Don't use a newspaper column
to place blame, sling mud,
point fingers or vent. Use it to
present an informed argument
and a possible solution.

cating yourself
about the issue
you
before
speak and taking on the consequences of
your
words
when you finally say them; there
are fundamental elements of positive communication frequently
forgotten in the throes of emotion. You owe it to yourself to
learn what's been said about
what you have to say (to avoid
repetition or stupidity). You owe
it to yourself to learn about how
your methods of communication
are perceived and how this may
be hindering or helping you (to
make your communication more
efficient and productive). You
also owe it to yourself and the
rest of the community to seize
the opportunity for change when
it arises (to make life a little bit
better for everyone).
The other part of responsible
communication is the actual act of
speaking or writing. Speak up! If
your significant other was a bad
kisser and this was a major problem for you, you'd tell them,
right? Develop a similar amount
of concern for the issues on this
campus and speak!
Remember, though, that how
you communicate, whether you
choose spray paint or words,
determines the effectiveness of
your words and colors the validity of your argument Learn
through observation what the
most effective tone and language
are for the situation. Get your
facts and argue the principle,
which becomes apparent if you
try to place a conflict into the bigger picture. Always try to see the
bigger picture.
Reminder when it comes to
expressing your beef with
Security, Lowry, Galpin or your
crummy advisor, keep the emotionally
charged
diatribes
between you and your friends.
"

'

fuels
wants
to vent about their car being
towed, give me a call.)
These principles are consistentfuels change.
anger. (PS

Bitching

If anybody

ly missing from the communication I witness on this campus. It

has destroyed
relationships
between students, faculty and
administration. It has broken
trust, damaged reputations and
provoked angered outbursts from
individuals.
Looking back
through the Voice, I see evidence
of this anger in articles and letters
to the Editors. But I also see one
student, Justin Hart '05, who
communicated responsibly in
response to a criticism of his letter to the editors.
On Sept 27, Hart referred to
Wooster students as "private
school preps."
Mary Nienaber
'02 critiqued Hart's point of view
the following week in her editorial, "Not all rich snobs." Hart

page article entitled, "Vegan
options debated," which was a
response to an editorial from a
prior issue, also provide examples of effective rhetoric. It's
not that responsible communication doesn't exist on this campus
it's that there isn't nearly
enough of it
I recently read "The Quarterlife
Crisis," a book comprised of
twentysomethings experiences,
feelings of diminished
and frustrations with life, who
expect them to "have it all together" or at least project the facade
that they do. In truth, the 20s are
one of the most confusing, emotional and overwhelming decades
of one's life. The best attribute of
this book? It offered no solutions. Instead, it opened the way
for readers to become aware of
the problem.
I refer to this book because I,
too, don't have a solution to propose
except, perhaps, more
widespread adherence to the
principles of effective communication. But I think that we are
still in the process of
during this very trying and
tumultuous time for Wooster and
for the world. We are still trying
to locate the faults in our current
methods, both as individuals and
as a campus community, and we
are gradually admitting that
things are not okay. Some of us
are further along in this process
than others.
It is imperative that we
comto
continue
develop
self-wor-th

self-evaluati-

It's not that responsible
munication doesn't exist on
this campus it's that there
isn't nearly enough of it.
wrote again the following week
to apologize and because he
wished to "clarify the position of
his first letter." which he did
indeed do. Bravo, Justin, for
your courage to write and for
your courage to critique your
way of thinking.
Several successive letters concerning the forming and findings
of a First-YeExperience committee, a direct response from
Haley Pritchard to an open letter
from the President and a front
ar

on

self-awarene-

ss

and

practice good
communication
that sets excellent examples for others to follow
if we are to "carry on, tomorrow
and beyond, out important work,
our now even more important
work, to educate the young ... to
educate new leaders, from all corners of the world, to restore civilization and peace."
Like safe sex, make responsible
communication a part of your life
it does a world of good.
Sincerely,
Liz Farina '02
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I liked the old "Pot." The old
"Pot" was good. I remember sitting down with the old "Pot" and
just soaking it up, experiencing it,
then eating four double cheeseburgers and a bowl of whipped
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Letter: Thankful for support
To the editors,

.

I usually read the Voice.
However, until recently I had
not thought of writing a letter.
Four years ago my grand-

both teams planned a visit to
Columbus to see Beth, but had
to cancel because of sickness.
She also received stamps from
many of the international students for her stamp collection.
Although I can't remember all

anger and discouragement.
As a custodian, I probably
see the best of college life. I
work where you live. In a
small way I share your life. I
see your smiles in the morning.
I hear your cheerful voices
wishing me a good
day. 1 hear your
music and see your
joy. I hear your
laughter. I see you

daughter Beth, age 9, was
diagnosed with a rare type of
cancer. She underwent two
As custodian, I
years of chemo, and then after
one month in remission the
college
the
cancer was back. The only
life. I work where you live. sharing with your
option was a bone marrow
friends, sometimes
transplant using stem cells. . In
small way I
crying with them. I
Beth was to be in isolation for
life. I
see you sharing your
weeks. I took a family leave
in the morning...
limited time with the
for five weeks, and my daughless fortunate and the
ter or myself stayed round the
and
disabled
the
clock, taking turns sleeping
wounded,
so
me
and
brings
it
I
and helping. It was a difficult,
forget
never
gifts,
will
the
time.
the love you have shown for back to a small girl who in facThe love and concern we
this little girl! Next month, ing her greatest obstacle was
received from the students and Beth will celebrate her 13th remembered by you.
It has been said that being a
my
here at C.O.W.
birthday and her second year
custodian is a thankless job,
still warms my heart. Beth in remission. What a celebraand so it can be. But you
cards,
received
tion it will be!
make
the difference. You have
music
angels,
see
probably
custodian,
I
As a
posters, books,
made a difference in my life. I
as well as a bag
the worst of college life. I work
boxes,
thank you.
where you live. In a small way I
of goodies and two basketballs
share your life. I see the thoughtone from the womens' basSincerely,
ketball team and one from the less acts of destruction, the
Robin Wilt
inconsiderate messes and the lack
men, signed by all the team
Custodian, Holden Hall
I see the results of
members! The captains of of
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best of

probably

share
see your

topping
that was the best.
Whose idea was it to distribute the
"Pot" in the dinning hall anyway?
Kudos to your idea, man, whoever
you are. Back to the "Pot." I really
liked it. It was stimulating. It was
fun. Everything just felt better
after I'd had it. I mean it really
made me see things in a new way.
I never really appreciated the subd
lime bouquet of
I
water until drank it with some
"Pot" The old "Pot" is gone now.
The new "Pot" is fine. It gets the
job done. But it's got no edge, I

never want to go back for more. I
used to use the "Pot" three or four
times a day. Sometimes now, I
don't use it at all, I just pass it to
the next person. It's still a mind
expanding experience, I can't
deny that, but this new stuff just
isn't as potent. Sure the old "Pot"
bothered some people. I mean not
everyone can appreciate quality
product But is that any reason to
deprive the rest of us of a truly
uplifting experience? I say no. I
hereby call for the immediate
reinstatement of Dave Tarbell as
head of the campus "Pot" Once
Dave is reinstated as "Pot" head
he will undoubtedly return quality
and edge to what was once a great
campus institution. DAVE T. FOR
YOU AND ME!
Andy Rockenstein '02

History re - explained
To the

editors.

Your piece on "India Dinner
Traces Roots" deserves a bit of
correction and elaboration.
It was in the early 1930s, not
the 1960s, that C. O. W. gradu-

ates began going to Ewing
Christian College to teach
English (and maybe basketball)
and serve in any other way they
could, usually as dormitory
residents.
This continued
almost uninterrupted
until
1973. During that forty-yea- r
period, Wooster students raised
money to support their "Ewing
Fellows," always with a
"Hindustani Khanna."
When I came to Wooster in
the
1955,
tradition of
Wooster-uisEwiFellows
was already 23 years old, and
thriving. This tradition is
recorded on a plaque that
hangs on the wall of the room
just off Babcock Lounge: a
plaque donated by Fourth
Section after the tragic death
of George Dawkins, the Ewing
Fellow from 1958 to 1960.
The names on that plaque
remind us of the students who
went, and the impact of India
on their lives. One finds there a
U.S. Foreign Service officer;
ng

two professors of South Asian
Religions (at Yale Divinity
School and the University of
Virginia); a seminar leader of
the American Friends Service
Committee and later director of
a
C.A.R.E.;
of
dean
International Students at a
major university; the principal
of an international school in

Luxembourg; several denominational executives and pastors.
The plaque also chronicles
Wooster's continued connection with Ewing after developments on both sides of the
Atlantic made more problematic a two-yeappointment of
a recent graduate. You will
find there the names of nine
Ewing Professors to whom C.
O. W. showed hospitality (and
from whom we learned very
appointmuch) in one-yeand of three C. O. W.
ments
students who enrolled at
Ewing to study Hindi and
ar

ar

Indian Civilization.
It is quite a legacy we honor
with our annual Wooster in
South Asia Week.
Sincerely,
Gordon L. Shull

Department of Political
Science, 1955 to 1993
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Ms. Miller goes to N. Olmsted and makes the law
Euza Cramer

Staff Writer

When Beth Miller '05 was a
sophomore in high school her
father, a City Councilman for the
city of North Olmsted, OH. asked
for her opinion on a traffic law.
Little did Miller know that her
opinion and idea would lead to
an unprecedented change in the
Handicapped Fine law in her
hometown.
In Miller's high school, each
0th grader must complete 40
hours of volunteer work. Miller
chose to work with the Youth
1

Challenge program, which supports handicapped children in
Cuyahoga County. She worked in
Fairview Park with children ranging in age from infants to 18 year-old- s.
She helped and conducted

activities,
and
recreational
learned to help operate wheel

chairs. "I became familiar with
the costs of maintaining handicapped kids." Miller said. "A lot
of the kids come from homes with
very little money."
It was during this time that City

Council was discussing whether
or not to raise the fine collected
from those who illegally park in a
handicapped spot. Miller's father
asked her for advice. Miller suggested that the fine be higher
because the handicapped programs in the county needed more
funds. It was to Miller's dismay
to learn that the money never
went to the handicapped and actually went to buy bulletproof vests
for the local Police Department.
"I understand the need for the
vests, but it really bugged me
because I knew how much it costs
to be handicapped," Miller said.
Miller's idea was to let a portion of the money go to a handi

capped organization. She suggested this to her father, and to
the law director at a political
function, as well as other council
members. Each of these council
authorities was receptive to her
idea. "My dad pushed the law
because he knew it was important
to me. He's the best," Miller said.
The proposal was written up. but
has to be read at a City Council
meeting five times; therefore the
process has taken two years and is
still not finished.
The Council finally decided
that they wanted to keep the
money from the fines inside the
city. But, there was no handicapped organization that operated
directly in city limits. Therefore,
Miller suggested the money go to
the Senior Citizens, who are a
large part of the community. This
year, the council decided to give a
portion of the money to the

Students protest nukes at
Eri McCann

Viewpoists Editor

Last weekend, five Wooster students joined more than 300 other
activists in Oak Ridge, Tenn., to
protest the American government's production of nuclear arms.
Morgan Barlow 02, Michael
DuVall '03. Erin Hayes '02.
Molly Malany '02 and Megan
Tideman '05 joined the other proproduction
testers at the 2
Y-1-

plant outside the small town,
which has a population no larger
than that of Wooster.
"I went because as an American
citizen, my money, my government and my culture supports the
of
development
nuclear
weapons." Malany said. "I need to
withdraw my consent for my
money to be spent in this way."
Organized by the Oak Ridge
Environmental Peace Alliance, a
group more commonly known as
"Stop the Bombs," the event got
y
underway Saturday with an
workshop on nonviolent
protests meant to prepare 100 of
the demonstrators for the situations they were to face on
Sunday, when they would join
all-da-

forces with another 200 teachers,
religious leaders and families to
march from a park in Oak Ridge
to the production site.
"We discussed the history and
foundation for this protest
clear international laws were
being broken at the 2
plant
with the production of nuclear
weapon
technology,"
said
Barlow, president of Wooster's
Peace by Peace organization,
which sponsored the trip.
The workshop also emphasized the potential that
protest has for giving the
public a greater awareness of
what exactly goes on at Oak
Ridge and other facilities like it
around the country. Participants
learned to abide by pre-sguidelines for such a protest,
which include being honest,
making a human connection with
the antagonist and being respectful of the opinions of everyone
involved, whether they agree
with you or not.
As the group walked through
the small town on the way to the
plant on Sunday morning, members of the local community,
including employees at the local
Y-1-

non-viole-

nt

et

Senior Citizen Assistants Fund.
This will benefit seniors with
financial difficulties, and will aid
them with medical expenses or
the delivery of groceries.
"I've known Beth for 10 years.
She works very hard and applies
herself well. As she gets older she
will be a respected, productive
woman," said City Councilman
George Nasher. "Her ideas were
well taken by the Council; they
were direct and to the point.
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police cars.
See "No Nukes.
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Drum & dance part of Africa Week

Y-1-

Ruby Tuesday's, stood outside
cheering on the protesters.
"These people are the people
who live and work in Oak Ridge
and can't do what I am doing
because they have to work," said
Barlow. For her. this was a confirmation that "the community
does not like the high cancer
rates in the area, does not want
to depend on military funds,
does not support such a destructive element of war to mark their
small town."
After spending Sunday morning communicating with one
another and listening to speakers
and other performers, the group
watched in silence as the protest
began in full with four people
who had decided to cross the
"blue line" onto federal property,
risking penalties of up to one year
in jail and a $100,000 fine.
Malany was most struck by
watching those four people
an
older man, two older woman and
a young woman not much older
than most Wooster students
get
arrested and whisked away in

The second reading of the
law was over this year's
"When they
spring break.
read it, my dad said that it all
came from me," Miller said,
"Everyone clapped for me and
I had to stand up."
The law
passed recently with a 1 vote.
The city of Strongsville is now
looking to implement a similar
ordinance. The North Olmsted
law is the first of its kind in
the United States.
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Photo by Anna Steckel

Africa Week 2002 has offered Wooster students and staff a window into
the beauty, culture and diversity of the continent and its many people.
On Sunday night authentic African and Caribbean foods were
served to a large crowd in Mackey Hall The next night the Office of
Campus Ministries presented M. Nabofa, a religion professor at
John Carroll University, who was brought in as the week's keynote
speaker.
Addressing students and staff gathered in Lowry pit,
Nabofa' s-- speech centered on Ethics in the African Religions.
On Tuesday, Olokumi
a professional dance troupe from.
Cleveland
entertained a large crowd in Lowry, stomping,

singing and whirling to a steady score of drum beats. Eventually
students joined in with the professional dancers, learning the rudiments ofAfrican song and dance. The dance instruction was given
by Najaa Young, shown here in the photo. Last night featured the
climactic event of the week
a cultural extravaganza highlight- ing African music, dance and drama. Students modeled native
garb, danced to African music and performed live skits for the
overflow crowd in Lowry.
Tonight at 7 p.m. the movie 'Lumumba" will be shown in Luce
room. Sponsored by the Black Studies Department
free refreshments will be provided Africa Week will close with a
dance party, which will take place Friday in the Underground
multi-purpo-
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Wayne County Wrath features Woo gridiron grads
Todd Worly

of existence, but the league itself
has been around since cigarettes

Sports Editor

The College of Wooster's football program is rich in tradition,
but throughout its 103 years of
existence, only a handful of Scots
have continued their careers after
their last stroll down the hill into
Papp Stadium. But now, thanks to
the Wayne County Wrath, the
football life of three former Scots
has been revived. Felix Catheline
'01, Tony Klonowski '00 and Sly
Slaughter '97 are all part of the
Wrath's 36 man roster.
Catheline was a stellar
for Wooster from 1997 to
2000, and many people remember
him for dominating the trenches
as well as for his stubby arms and
legs. In fact, Catheline, who was
an
selection as a senior, continues to lift insane
amounts of weight, as he bench
pressed 460 pounds and leg
pressed 815 pounds at the Wrath's
recent strength testing.
Klonowski was a defensive
back for the 1996 and NCAC
Champion 1997 squads. As a
freshman in 1996, he earned
NCAC Defensive Player of the
Week honors for his performance
against Grove City College.
Slaughter starred at defensive
back for the Scots, where he was an
selection. In fact, some
label him as "the Seth Duerr of the
' as he won the
Hammer Award, for best defensive
play, almost weekly.
This is the Wrath's second year

were good for you. The Wrath's players range from as young as
up to 35, with the average at about
28. However, anybody at least
22-years--

old

18-years--

old

who isn't currently

they will probably practice twice
a week. Each team will play a
schedule, with the first
game on June 29 and the Super
Bowl on Oct. 19. The league
rules,
employs
which are a mix between NCAA

16-we- ek

"NFL-modifie-

d"

nose-tack- le

All-NCA-

All-NCA-
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mid-1990-
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Photo by Dan Bartha
drill in a practice at
Felix Catheline '01 participates in a
Orville Junior High. Catheline, Tony Klonowski '00 and Sly Slaughter
'97 play football for the Wayne County Wrath.
cut-blocki-

--

involved in intercollegiate athletics is eligible to participate. "We
can never have too many players," Catheline said.
The Wrath is a member of the
Ohio Valley Football
League, and will play its games
Saturday nights and Sunday afternoons, with home games taking
place at Waynedale High School.
Currently, the Wrath practices on
Sunday afternoons at Orrville
Junior High School. However,'
when the season draws nearer,
30-tea-

ng

and NFL rules. There are teams
from from six states.
Its players do not get paid, and
in fact they have to pay $100 in

order to play, but that really isn't
what it's about "There are some
guys on this campus who would
really have a blast doing this,"
said Catheline. "This is just as fun
as college ball, just a little more
relaxed. We have lots of fun, but
at the same time we work hard.
We see a common goal and want
to win. Football's not my life, but
I really enjoy it and will play as
long as my body can hold up."
The goal of franchises in this
league is to create a family environment and to provide an opportunity for people who love the
game to continue their careers.
Everyone is there because they
want to be, and they all have fun.
As assistant Wrath owner Travis
Clark said, "It's basically adults
having fun with a kid's game. It's
a lot of fun, kind of like organized
backyard football."
Unfortunately, many teams in
the league struggle to finance
For example,
their franchise.
the Wrath's estimated operation
cost for this year is $8,151, covering equipment, security, officials and field rental. The
Wrath is looking for a corporate
sponsor to help defray some of

the cost. Therefore, that is the
Wrath's primary task at the present time.
The Wrath is made up of players mostly from around the
Wayne County area, but there are
team members from Massilon,
Canton and farther south. Two
interesting tidbits are that the
team's kicker is deaf, and that the
Wrath employs the exact same
defensive scheme used here at
the College.
As for experience, there are
some players who have college
experience, some who haven't
played since high school, while
still others have never played
before. As can be expected, the
talent level varies as well. Some
players are relatively average,
while a handful are there to
refine their skills for a possible
professional career.
Both Clark and Catheline
highly recommend the league to
anyone that enjoys the sport of
football and isn't quite ready to
hang the pads up.
Anyone interested can email
Clark at waynecounty wrath
or reach him by phone
at (330)
hot-mail.co-

682-378- 9.
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No nukes is good nukes cont'd
"What struck me is how wrong
it is for there to be a situation that
would require four people to risk
so much," she said.
The rest of the group then
those
divided into two groups
willing to risk a lesser charge
that included a maximum penalty of $50 and those willing to
provide support for them.
Duvall, Malany and Barlow were
in the former.
According to Barlow, the Oak
Ridge police chief made no further arrests because the Tennessee
State Prosecutor had made a decision not to prosecute any 2
protesters. The police were aware
Y-1-

plans and
accordingly blocked off tiie road
at all but one intersection to protect the activists from traffic.
The protest went on relatively
peacefully after the initial
arrests. As the Wooster students
prepared to leave around 6 p.m.
Sunday, the remaining protesters
linked their arms and walked to
the open end of the street in one
last gesture of solidarity and
attempt at awareness.

of the protesters'
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Additional reporting by
Andrew Waldman
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Editors: Katie Berkshire Elizabeth Yuko
Wooster students find ways to have fun in the sun
The snow has melted, the trees are blooming and everyone is heading outdoors
Yuko
A&.E

Editor

As soon as the sun comes out in

Wooster. so do the students. In
the past week, members of the
campus community have been
spotted participating in a
plethora of outdoor activities,
taking advantage of the recent
gorgeous weather.

After
enduring
what
seemed to be an even longer
Ohio winter than 'usual, the
Wooster community as a whole
seems to be spending any free

time they have outside. People
are also in better spirits as a
result of this weather.
This weather is not only affecting the students personalities, but
their appearance as well. The
campus is decorated with people
dressed in cheerful spring colors
and styles that have been sitting
idle in closets all winter.
Now that you've hauled your
textbooks outside, studied in the

sun and acquired an attractive
sunburn along the way. what

else is there to do on and
around campus? After observi
ing various groups of students
outside and asking random
students what they do for fun
-.
in the sun, we at the Voice have
a few suggestions of how to
spend your spring days.
The most common activity,
by far, was laying out and basking in the sun. A relaxing nap
on the grass or on the roof of
McGaw may be just what your
vitamin-deprived body needs
after a long Wooster winter.
While enjoying the warm
weather, don't forget to take in
Photo by Bryan Perkins
the scenic view of Wooster's
A group of students play outside on the Quad in front of Douglass Hall
own power plant.
The Quad always proves to and enjoy the arrival of the warm spring weather.
be a popular location in the
role in recreation on campus in. skateboarders and bikers galore.
springtime, hosting activities
With the warm weather comes
the forms of squirt guns, water
such as Softball, frisbee, blowing
an appetite for summer foods.
bubbles, flying kites and frisbee-gol- f. balloons and slip n slides.
Satisfy your craving for an
On especially warm days, Likewise, the sidewalks on campus are filled with rollerbladers.
barbecue by utilizing
water comes to play an important
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National Lampoon's Van
Wilder (RJ (12:10), 2:30, 4:45, 7:25. 10:15
The Sweetest Thing (R) (12:15), (2:20), 4:40, 7:40, 10:00,
The Scorpion King
(PG-1(12:40, 3:05) 5:25. 7:45, 10:05
High Crimes (PG-1(12:30), 4:20, 7:10. 9:45
Ice Age (PG)
(12:20). (3:00). 5:05. 7:20, 9:30
Murder By Numbers (R)
(12:35). 4:10. 7:00, 9:50
Frailty (R)
1O.20
Clockstoppers (PG)
(12:25), (2:50), 5:10. 8:00
The Panic Room (R)
(11:50),( 2:15), 4:50, 7:30. 10:10
Changing Lanes (R)
(12:00, 2:40). 5:00. 7:15. 9:40

4

can

the grills outside each dorm. If
you're in the mood for something
sweet, head down to Mom's, pick
up a pint of Ben and Jerry's, grab a
friend and two spoons and find a
comfortable spot on campus for
deep conversation.
If you're ready for a change of
scenery, there are plenty of places
to explore off campus. Travel
back in time and recapture the simplicity of youth at a playground in
Christmas Run park. If you want
to experience nature
the nearby Freedlander Park and
OARDC gardens prove to be a
relaxing getaway. As long as
you're off campus and are lucky
enough to have a car, roll down
the windows, crank up the music
and experience the freedom of
driving on country roads.
No matter how you take advantage of the warm weather and sun,
enjoy it while it lasts
the cold
and snow will be back before we
know it For all we know, it
might be next week.
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Saturday and Sunday Only
Pass Restricted
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All shows before 5 pan. only $3.75
General Admission $5.75 for adults,

Friday and Saturday after S pan. $6
$3
First Matinee show Mon-Fri

For complete listings, call (330)

345-875-
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Lip Sync brings Greeks and campus together
Elizabeth

Yuko
A&E Editor

Last Wednesday,
McGaw
chapel resonated with the sounds
of ... nope, this time it's not an
organ. For Greek Week, members
of Alpha Gamma Phi, Delta Phi
Alpha, Delta Theta Psi, Phi Sigma
Alpha, Xi Chi Psi, Pi Kappa and
Zeta Phi Gamma entertained the
campus with their annual Lip
Sync performance. At this production, members of the aforementioned fraternities and sororities
put together rehearsed dance and
lip sync routines up to 8 minutes
long. Janie Winston '02 emcee of
the evening and member of Zeta
Phi Gamma said, "It was hard not
to publicly bash the performances, even my own sorority's."
Judging this year's Lip Sync
event were assistant lacrosse
coach Andrew Durniat and

Associate Professor of History
Karen Taylor. Points were awarded to the groups based on a system
of dancing, costumes and audience participation.
Each group brought their own
touch to the show. For example, members of Phi Sigma
.Alpha brought their
bulldog
mascot
"We
onstage with them.

the dancers wore white clothing
which was illuminated by two
large black lights. Also adding to
their winning performance were
their
letters
being lowered from the ceiling
during the last song.
glow-in-the-da- rk

bbmtried to come up with

Similarly, Xi Chi Psi

a new flavor this year, and I
feel that we have achieved
that goal, " said Raglin.

provided their own
bagpipers,
George
Morrison '04 and
Mike McGuire '04.
The women of Zeta Phi Gamma
entered the stage in a cardboard
Ford Escalade for their final number, and opened with Julia and
Alanna Tryder '04s playing the

Irish fiddle.
Delta Phi Alpha went the extra
step when it came to stage decorations. During the last song, all

In the style of Britney Spears
herself, the women of Delta
Theta Psi brought a live snake
onstage during their performane.
Georgia Neale '02 of Delta
Theta Psi said that she
"enjoys seeing what all the
groups come up with ... it's
always a good time."

Gallagher composes winner
Katie Berkshire

"

single-moveme-

nt

because of members' conflicting schedules.
Eric Rosch '03 of Xi Chi Psi
k
said "A lot of
students
came, which put us on showcase
for the rest of the campus."
Even though they did not take
first place, the women of Alpha
Gamma Phi say that they're ready
for next year. Sarah Trafford '03
said, "As a coach and a member of
Alpha Gamma Phi, I really felt
that our second place victory
this year will push us toward a
possible first place victory next
year
the girls really pushed
themselves to the limit and
I'm just really proud."
Liz Greene '03 of Zeta Phi
Gamma said, "I'm really proud of
how well we did. We were just
out there to have a good time."
Liz Lawrence '02 added, "I'm
shocked we didn't lose!"
non-Gree-

.

Jazzicon to perform

that the performers would
be able to surmount nearly
any obstacle," he said.
After premiering at East
Tennessee State University,
"Proteus" was performed at
the
of
University

A&E Editor
Over 400 composers from all
over the nation submitted pieces,
of music for the 36th National
Conference of the Society of
Composers, and three works were
selected. Among these three
selected works was "Proteus
Rising From the Sea," composed
by the College's own Professor
of Music Jack Gallagher.
The conference will occur at the
University of Akron in Guzzetta
Recital Hall on Friday, and
Gallagher's piece will be performed by the University of
Akron Symphonic Band, under
the direction of Robert Jorgenson.
Gallagher says that he's "delighted that me work will be heard in
this venue." The piece will also be
performed a second time on
Sunday at the University of Akron
Symphonic Band's spring concert.
"Proteus," a
work, is about 10 minutes long
and was commissioned by the Air
Force Band of Flight at Wright-Pa-tt
Air Force Base in Dayton,
Ohio, for its 1996 album "Images."
The album was originally meant
to consist of entirely of compositions depicting landscapes and
seascapes. Proteus is a sea god in
Greek mythology who is sometimes described as being the attcn- -

Dan Steck '04 of Phi Sigma
Alpha said, "It was a good way to
bring together the Greek organizations on campus. We had a
really good time and I thoroughly
enjoyed
participating."
Brandon West '03 of Xi Chi Psi
agreed that "these groups united
to show that the campus community and the Greeks aren't so
different after all."
Emerging victorious from the
evening were Delta Phi Alpha
and Xi Chi Psi. "We were definitely excited about winning,"
said Sharonica Raglin '03 of
Delta Phi Alpha. "We tried
to come up with a new flavor
this year, and I feel that we have
achieved that goal," said
Raglin. Delta Phi Alpha had
rehearsed for the show for two
and a half weeks, but found it to
be a difficult time to start

Photo courtesy of OPI
"Proteus Rising from the Sea, " a piece
composed by Professor of Music Jack
Gallagher, will be played by the
University of Akron Symphonic Band at
this year's National Conference of the
Society of Composers, Inc.
dant of Poseidon, god of the seas.
"Depicting a formidable,
presence was a fascinating challenge," Gallagher said.
"Because the Band of Flight has
wonderful professional performers, I was able to compose a piece
of unusual difficulty, knowing

larger-than-li- fe

Massachusetts, Indiana
and Sam
University
Houston State University.
The piece was also performed, at the University
of Richmond after being
selected for the 2001
Virginia Symposium for
New
Band
Music.
Gallagher himself directed the piece at this event.
Gallagher's compositions have been performed and recorded all
over the nation and the
world. In 1996, he was
chosen as Ohio Composer
of the Year by the Ohio
Music Teachers Assoddkn.

Gallagher has been a
the
member
of
College's music faculty

since 1977 and teaches
classes on music theory
and composition, as well as trumpet lessons.
"'Proteus" is difficult," he

said, "but my hope is that it
may have exciting and colorful moments for performers
and listeners."

Photo by Michael Stewart
Jazz icon Keter Betts will perform this
Friday, April 19 with the College of
":rs:?r Jzz r .:sc:':!s at 8:15 p.m. in
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Scots lacrosse regains momentum Lax wins barnburner
Todd Worly

Sports Editor

The women's lacrosse team has
been as hot ' and cold as Ohio
weather lately. After dropping its
first two games of the season, the
Scots proceeded to reel off three
straight wins. But just when it
seemed like Wooster had righted
its ship, the Scots dropped two
road games against nationally
ranked teams in Pennsylvania. It

wouldn't have taken a genius to
predict what happened this past
week, when the Scots punished
the opposition with three consecutive convincing wins.
On Thursday, Oberlin came to
town, but definitely came to
regret it as the Scots spanked
them 16-Wooster was in command throughout, as it took an 1
lead into halftime on its way to
victory.
Beth Hemminger '03
went crazy on the Yeowomen
with three goals and five assists.
Megan Kennedy '03 also was
dominant with three goals and
four assists, while Miriam Esber
'02 added three goals. Erica
g
'05, Mary Risley
05, and Emily White '02 contributed with two goals each.
Goalies Kim Christensen '02 and
Becky McAtee '04 teamed up for
five saves on the day.
Hemminger made history in the
game, becoming Wooster's
leader in career assists with
still another year of eligibility
e
remaining. The
surpassed Kate Messer
'99 on her third assist of the game.
"Beth has really stepped up her
game this year," Kennedy said.
"She's extremely selfless and is
always looking to create opportunities for others.
The Scots rode Thursday's
momentum into a Sunday afternoon showdown in Latrobe, Pa,
against St Vincent College. To
follow in the footsteps of
Hemminger's historical
feat,
Wooster earned just the third
shutout in school history with a
3.

1- -2

Vincent to a mere 13 shots.
Christensen was solid in the net
with seven saves on the way to
her second career shutout, and
the entire defensive unit had a
stellar performance, led by
Courtney Anson '02, Jessica
Bacon '03, Krista Klocke '03,
Courtney Peter 02 and Nicole
Pritchard '04. Hemminger continued to rewrite the history books

halftime lead to
ning 1 run.

with a stun-

17-- 6

Katie Axell

Staff Writer

8--

Once again, Kennedy was stellar
for Wooster, leading a balanced
offensive attack by registering
seven points in the victorious effort
"Having multiple scorers last

nigt really displayed our offensive
balance," McAtee said. "Siya
Philips '04 played really well in
the second half and was a big key
for us in defensive transi

"We're concentrating on
NCAC games, taking it

tion.

Wooster
was
glad to get back on track
this week, maintaining its
time,"
perfect conference record.
Megan Kennedy '03 said. Despite its streaky play up
to this point the Scots seem
poised to make a run at the
at Wooster with two goals and
NCAC title. "We haven't done as
five more assists.
Kennedy
well as we would have hoped in
exploded for four goals, and
our
games,"
Molly Spirer '04 netted two goals
Kennedy said. "So now we're
and two assists.
concentrating on NCAC games,
The Scots kept it rolling last
taking it one game at a time. We
night when they ventured to
have a lot of freshmen, so the
Gambier to take on Kenyon. The
more game experience they get
Ladies hung tough with Wooster
the better we are as a team.
for the first half, but the Scots
Coach (Liz) Grote is keeping us
broke it open to increase their 5
focused and intense, and we're all
(6-4,3--

0)

one game at a

non-conferen-

The men's lacrosse team had a
stunning win over conference
rival Wittenberg University on
Saturday, defeating the Tigers
in a face-oand bringing
their record to
Wooster scored the two final
goals to take the win in the last
eleven seconds.
The team had outstanding performances by goalie Andrew
DeBord '05, with 19 saves, 'and
Bobby Koehler '04, with the
point Not to be outdone, Steve Burton '04 added
two goals and three assists to the
score, with captain Adam Price
'02 also adding four goals. Greg
Wilcox '05 also contributed to
the score with two goals.
11--

10

ff

4-- 3.

tie-break-

ing

ce

9--

confident
can attain our goals."
The ScotsXreturn to action this
week with crucial road contests
against Wittenberg and Allegheny
over the weekend and a home
showdown on Wednesday with
Denison.

With the leading scorer on the
team, Mike MacMaster '04, out
for the season, the team is doing
well to pick up the slack in scoring. According to Price, "the
team is pulling together, hoping
to get others to score. Though
MacMaster "is out he still is
attending the practices and
games, giving the team support
The next game is this
Saturday against Washington
and Jefferson College, which
should be a good game. The
biggest conference games will
take place next week, with the
team traveling to Kenyon on
Wednesday and a rematch with
Wittenberg University Saturday,
also away. "Both games should
be great we hope to win with a
larger margin at Wittenberg this
time and beat Kenyon," said Price.

"Wittenberg is a really big rival
for us," McAtee said. "We're trying to stay focused and take it one
game at a time. Their field is turf,
so that will be a little different for
us. But this is a huge game for us,
so we'll definitely be ready."

Frazier-Youn-

all-ti-

two-tim-

12-- 0

All-Ameri-

me

can

victory.

The Scots jumped out to a 0
halftime lead before erupting for
eight more goals in the second
half. The Scot defense was stifling throughout, limiting St.
4--

Track gears up for All - Ohio Championships
Megan Eberts

Staff Writer
Last Friday, Wooster track and
field went face to face in a dual
meet against Oberlin College.
Wooster had several solid showevent.
ings in the
Wooster beat Oberlin with a 44.7
relay.
in the men's 4x1
James Williams '04, Nii Djan
Tackie '04 and Craig Meganhardt
'04, packed a first (11.7), second
(11.8), and third (12.1) place
punch in the men's 100 meter
dash. Liz Farina '02, was second
in the women's 100, with a time
of 14.2. Brian Barnes '04, was
third in the men's 400 meter dash
(52.1). Sarah Grant '04 placed
second in the women's event
(1:09), followed by Dawn Hirth
'02 (1:10), and Emily Moore '05
(1:10.8).
events,
distance
the
In
Wooster's Patrick Wynne '04 was
victorious for the 800 meter run
by Evan
followed
(2:07),
non-scori-

ng

00-met- er

McDaniel '03, (2:12.9) and Dan
In the
Pursel '03, (2:17).
women's 800, Tiffany White '04
ran a 2:32.7 to finish second. The
Scots had the top three places in
both 1500 meter races. McDaniel
(4:21.8), Matt Trent '03, (4:24)
and Pursel (4:33) finished first
second and third in the men's race.

(5:18),
Stockdale
Jennie
Lindsey Derringer (5:18.6), and
Vanessa Georgeson (5:27) '05's
also had the respective top three
finishes.
For the 3,000 meter
steeplechase, Chris Bender '05
took second place (11:10). Eliot
Fackler '04 (17:45) won the
men's 5000 meter run in 17:45.
In the throws, Eric Seling '05,
(127"6.5'), Nick Miller '03,
(120"5.5') and Jade Davis '03
(117"6.5') joined forces to claim
the top three spots in the men's
discus. Nicki Artes '03 (91" 101)
and Jessica Merrit '03 (73"7.5')
took respective first and third
places in the women's discus.
Wooster also swept the top three

spots in the javelin. In the men's
javelin. Marc Bryson '04 won
with a throw of 152"8 For the
women, Kerri Horst '02 led with
1 17" 10', and backing her up were
Justina Williams '02 (75" 11') and
Merrit (74"3'). Merrit and Artes
also had good performances in the
women's shot put, throwing

ins::.

Liz

Brashear '03 competes in the

5,000 meter competition.

32"6.5

and 32"5', respectively.
Keith Vance '04 won the men's
shot put with a throw of 45"8.75'.
Seling tossed 43" 1.25' to claim
second.
Pole Vaulters Nathen Collins
'04, and Jourden cleared the bar
at 13"0" and 9"0' respectively. In

the jumps,
Tackie marked
39"6.25' in the triple, and won the
long jump in 19".75'. Jourden
and Will Driscoll '05 leaped
17".T and 17" respectively, to finish second and third. Williams
and Farina also turned in
respectable performances in the
women's high and long jump
events. Williams claimed first in
the long jump, with a mark of
17"3.7', and Farina claimed third
in 15"5.75'. Williams was second
in the high jump (4" 6') and Farina
third (4"4').
The Scots will next compete
this Friday and Saturday at the
at
Championships
Otterbein and Ohio Wesleyan
Universities.
All-Oh- io
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Softball shuts out OWU twice
NFL DRAFT PREVIEW

Abby Pvtrlujo &

Football season is still a few months away, but that doesn mean NFL
fans haw nothing to cheer about. This years NFL draft is filled with tal
ented athletes, so we at the Voice would like to provide a mock draft for

Staff Writers

"I

what we think will happen.

1) Houston: David Carr, QB
Fresno State- - Along with his
good looks and charm, Carr has a cannon for an arm and should be
the franchise QB in Houston for a long time. .
2) Carolina: Julius Peppers, DE
North Carolina- - To be honest we're still bitter towards Julius for not playing basketball, but
he s going to be an NFL star and stay at home with Carolina.
3) Detroit: Quentin Jammer, CB
Texas- - This guy could suck
because we 've never seen him do anything, but his last name is
Jammer, so he has that going for him.
4) Buffalo: Ryan Sims, DT
North Carolina- - Two Tarheels in
the first four picks. If only the basketball team didn make me cry
every night.
5) San Diego: Bryant McKLnnie, OT
Miami (Fla.)- - This guy
is the fattest guy in the draft, so by our standards, that rtuikes him
the best lineman in the draft.
6) Dallas: Todd Worly, DE
Wooster (OH)-- Todd still has a year
eligibility
left,
think
we
but
he has the body to be the next Norman
of
Hand If he decides to leave early, watch out, QB i.
7) Minnesota: Phillip Buchanan, CB
Miami
s pass defense is so terrible that Buchanan will play right
Y

(Fla.)-Minneso-

ta

away.

8) Kansas City: Mike Williams, OT
Texas- - I thought Priest
Holmes won the rushing title last year, so a new offensive tackle
makes sense, right? '
9) Jacksonville: John Henderson, DT
Tennessee- - Henderson
has the size and athletic ability to be a dominant defensive lineman,
and what 's up with Rafael Palmeiro doing Viagra commercials?
10) Cincinnati: Joey Harrington, QB
Oregon- - Cincinnati's
QB 's suck really bad, so the Bengals hope the mighty Duck will step
in and win five games for tlxem this year.
11) Indianapolis: Roy Williams, S
Oklahoma- - He's a big hitter tluit Coach Dungy will love having play in his secondary. The
word on the street is that he gets a lot of women too.
12) Arizona: Wendell Bryant, DT
Wisconsin- - He's not attract'11
he
ive, so
fit in good with Jake Plummet
13) New Orleans: Charles Grant, DE
Georgia- - Who the hell
is this guy? GO SAINTS.'
14) Tennessee: Cluis Cabot, WR
Wooster (OH)- - Air McNair
needs a possession receiver and Cabot was in our "Coaching of
Team Sports CLxsx. " It just makes sense, dwsn lit?
15) NY Giants: Levi Jones, DT Arizona State- - Kerry Collins
met him at an A meeting and tlie two hit it off.
16) Cleveland: T.J. DiicUti, K3
Michigan St.- - Don't be surprised to see Cleveland traJe Andre King to move up to No. 3 in die
draft to get an offensive tackle, but if they don 't, Duckett will bring
back those Kevin Mack d.iys, wiiliout the drugs.
17) Atlanta: Jevondls Jackson, WR
Perky s Day Care
(remember him)- - LXn 't say we didn 1 tell you.
18) Washington: Jabar Gaffney, WR
Florida- - Tlie Redskins
(a.La. Gators) will take another Spurrier project if fie is available.
Spurrier would draft SLLe Miller if he was available, but Orlando
snagged him last year in the NBA draft.
19) Denver: LeBron James, WR
St. V(IIS)- - Is there anything
he can do? Like LeBron James won be drafted, Iul..
20) Seattle: Leila Atassi, Cheerleader
Wooster (OH)- - Most
attractive player in the draft. Seattle still has some rebuilding to do,
so why not?
Br Russaj. Bmyoh" Sum asd Erik "remembul ckazt sntAws" Shipc
Y

Na Scweher

Behind solid pitching performances from Nicole Fedell '05 and
Angie Barone '04 and a strong
defense, the softball Scots pre0
and
vailed with
wins
against Ohio Wesleyan on
Monday night.
The first game of the double
header showed little signs of
offense
from either
team.
However, Kerri Horst '02, Kady
Krivos '02 and Fedell were able
to overcome the strong Ohio
Wesleyan pitching as they each
collected a single, helping the
Scots collect the victory.
In the second game the Scots
busted out the sticks as everyone
in the lineup had at least one hit.
The Scots scored seven runs in the
first inning and four in the second
g
victoen route to their
ry to Ohio Wesleyan.
Tuesday night the Scots took
the field against an NCAC foe, the
Hiram Terriers. After taking the
first game into extra innings, the
Scots pulled out the victory
The second game wasn't so lucky
for the Scots, they gave up three
unearned runs in the bottom of the
seventh en route to a 5 loss.
1-

11--

-0

five-innin-

3-- 2.

6--

File Photo
Nicole Fedell '05 pitches in a game earlier this season.
The first game saw Fedell earn
her fifth win of the season as she
went the distance for Wooster,
striking
out
six
batters.
Offensively for the Scots, Fedell
had an RBI single that plated the
winning run.
Wooster trailed early in the second game, but with runs in the
third and fourth the Scots began
their comeback. With a deadlocked score going into the seventh inning the Scots scored two,
taking the 3 lead.
5--

However, Wooster was unable
to hold the two run lead as they
allowed three unearned runs to

cross the plate, losing to the
Terriers
Highlights in the
second game included two doubles by Abby Petrullo '03 and a
single and double each by Kate
Henley "05 and Kirsten Lucas '04.
The Scots take on conference
opponents Oberlin and Kenyon in
the upcoming week in hopes to
gain a high seed in the conference
tournament.
6-- 5.

Men prevail in Denison match
David Powell
Sports Editor
With wins over North Coast

Athletic Conference opponents
Allegheny College and Denison
University this week, the men's
tennis team's winning streak
stretched to five matches.
Before these contests, Wooster
trampled
Capital
University
Thursday. Wooster swept both
singles and doubles.
Glenn Bailey '03 played up one
spot to prevail over his opponent
in the tie breaker 10-Nilesh
Saldahna
'04 and Cyrus
Karimian '04 both shut out their
challengers at No. 2 and No. 6
respectively.
Against Allegheny the men
controlled the net to win 1 . The
men swept doubles for the fourth
match in a row. Jake Sintich '02
7.

Y

--

6--

and Jim Sayed '02 led doubles
as usual, winning
In singles play, the men lost only their
third court.
In No. 1 doubles for the women
at Allegheny, Stacia Kock '04 and
Molly Medaris '04 played the
strongest match of the game but
fell
The women were shut out
by Allegheny
Thursday, prior to Allegheny,
however, the women won their
second match of the season, against
8-- 2.

9-- 7.

9-- 0.

Baldwin Wallace College

(5-4-

).

Kock and Medaris took No.
doubles again
backed by
Sarah Drewes '04 and Angie
Beeler '05 at No. 2
In singles the women won courts two
through four.
The men's greatest victory of
the season came Monday. The
Scots shut-oNCAC power
Denison, who they had lost to 1
1

8-- 3,

(8-6-

).

ut

6--

only 10 days prior.
Sintich and Saldahna led the
Scots in singles play. Winning
Sintich improved his No. 1
position record to 2 and his
overall singles record to 14-Saldahna remains undefeated at
No. 2, adding his seventh victory
at the position with a
2 win.
The Scots won the rest of their
singles matches.
All three of the doubles matches were tensely close. At No. 1
Sintich and Sayed were victorious
in a
Alec Garret
'05 and Matt Skyes '05 barely
avoided the
winning
their set 7 for court three. At
No. 2, Saldahna and Bailey had
to fight hard and came out on
top at
With their win over Denison the
men now have a winning record
for the first time this season,
6-- 4,

6-- 4,

7--

3.

6-- 1,

tie-break-

6--

7-- 4.

er

tie-break-

er,

9--

8-- 6.

9-- 8.
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Todd Worly

Baseball extends winning streak to fourteen games
AnnRa ymond

Muskies handily

Editor-InChi- ef

The baseball team definitely
lived up to the hype this week,
winning all four of its games to
extend its winning streak to 14

games, bringing the team within
one win of its best start since 1977
at 24-The Scots started off the
week squeaking out a win over
Ohio Dominican last Thursday,
taking all of their allotted outs to
win the game
Wooster next
took on the Yeomen for a twin bill
at Oberlin College, sweeping
them 1 and
Finally, the
1.

5-- 4.

8--

5-- 0.

Scots hosted Muskingum
College yesterday, beating the

12--

5.

On Thursday the Scots needed
all nine innings to squeak out a
win over visiting Ohio Dominican
College. Wooster took an early
lead, scoring one run in the bottom
of the second inning and again in
the bottom of both the fourth and
fifth innings, building a 0 lead.
The Scots maintained that lead
heading into the top of the seventh
until the Panthers ended their
scoring drought, bringing in two
runs off four hits in the inning.
Wooster failed to counter in the
bottom of the seventh, while the
Panthers added two more runs in
the top of the eighth to take their
first lead of the game,
The
3--

4-- 3.

Golf takes third place
Alex Pries

Managing Editor

On the individual
front,
Punturi tacked up a career-be72
6,559-yar- d
on the par-7course
in Granville. His score placed
him in fourth place.
"I was four under par for the
first eight ' holes and then just
started hitting some bad shots ...
but it was great," Punturi said.
Elsewhere, the entire Scots'
counted scores were less than 80,
a first for the team this spring.
Matt Elliot 03 finished with a
solid 76, good enough to tie in a
19th place finish. Jon Pintado '03
and "Tyler Scott '05 ended the day
with 77, leading to a 27th place tie.
Next up for the Scots is the
33rd Annual Wooster Invitational
taking place this weekend. With
play on both Saturday and
Sunday, the Scots will hope to
continue its winning streak at one
of the longest running NCAA
Div. Ill tournaments.
"I think our chances are pretty
good if we play the same as in the
last tournament ... I think we could
come out on top," Punturi said.
st

1,

The College's golf team put up
its best numbers of the year last
weekend en route to a third-plac- e
finish at the Denison University

Spring Invitational.
The finish came as a nice conclusion for the Scots, who had
previously placed 7th at the
Kenyon College Cup Invitational
and 8th at the Muskingum College
Spring Invitational in March.

"It was great, that's the first
time we as a team all really played
well at the same time," said Joe
Punturi '05.

The match, which was shortened due to rain, marked the best
finish of the year for the Scots in
a field of 18 teams.
With a score of 302, the Scots
trailed only Ohio Wesleyan
University (293) and DePauw
University (296). Falling close
behind was Mt. Union College
(303) and
John Carroll
University (305).

Track
April

19-2-

0

All-Oh- io

Championships

Women's Lacrosse
April 20 at Wittenberg
April 24 vs Denison

Scots went down in order in the
bottom of the inning, leaving
themselves still one run behind
with only three outs left on
offense for the team.
Wooster held the Panthers
scoreless in the top of the ninth
and then went to woqk behind the
plate. The first two Wooster batters, George Radigan 03. and
Dave Wernecke '03, got on base
thanks to errors. After Ohio
Dominican brought in a new
pitcher,
both Radigan
and
Wernecke advanced again due to
an error by the infield. Luke
Ullman '05 flied out to score
Radigan from third to tie the game
at 4 with only one out. Jared
Treadway '02 was intentionally
walked, putting another potential
run on base for the Scots. Next up
to the plate. Matt Miller '04 struck
out, leaving the Scots with only
one out left to score the
run. Bill Daugherty '02
stepped up to the plate and added
his 26th RBI for the season,
knocking in Wernecke from third
to capture the 4 win.
Taking the weekend off due to
rain, the Scots traveled to Oberlin
to continue their North Coast
Athletic Conference play on
Tuesday. The Scots never trailed
in the first of the two games, scoring three runs in the top of the
second inning. The Yeomen
scored their only run of the game
in the bottom of the third, while
Wooster went on to score five
more runs over the last three
innings en route to the 1 win.
Matt Englander 02 pitched all
seven innings for the Scots and
improved his season reconf to 1
with the win, striking out nine batters to add to his team second best
strikeout total of 38.
In the second game, the Scots
again jumped on the Oberlin
pitching early, crossing home

Golf
and 20
Wooster Invite

April 19

plate twice in the first inning.
Both teams went scoreless
through the next five innings until
Wooster got its bats going again,
scoring three runs in the top of the
seventh to secure the 0 win.
Like in the. first game of the
5--

each in the first inning. The Scots
broke the tie in the bottom of the
second when Luke Ullman '05
knocked in Wernecke to secure
thier lead for the remainder of the
game.
The Scots' most productive

4--

game-winni-

5--

8--

5--

Baseball
April
April

20 and 21

vs Kenyon
24 at Ohio State

ng

File Photo
Dan Penberthy '02 gets an opponent out at first base.
doubleheader, the Wooster pitcher
who started the game, finished it
too with John Werner '02 striking
out 13 Yeomen on the road to his
sixth win of the season.
Although at times they did not
perform like the championship
squad they hope to be, the team is
encouraged by their recent play.
"The best thing about last
Thursday's win and Tuesday's wins
are that when we don't play our
best, we still find ways to win,"
Nic Moga '02 said. "That is a good
sign for the rest of the year."
The team took the confidence'
gained from its Ohio Dominican
and Oberlin wins into yesterday's
game against Muskingum, scoring
runs in each of the first five
innings, beating the Muskies 12-Both teams started out hitting
the ball well, scoring two runs
5.

Men's Lacrosse
20 vs
Washington and
April

5fT!?n

A
Apnl
24 at Kenyon

inning, however, came in the bottom of the fourth. The team tallied
six runs off three hits and an error,
creating a seven run lead that
would ultimately serve as the final
margin of victory.
"It is nice to win and win comfortably," Wernecke said.
Notably for the Scots, Miller
broke out of his hitting slump,
going four for four on the day,
including his fifth home run of the
spring. He also leads the team
batting average with an outstanding .475.
Dan Penberthy
'02 and
Daugherty also went yard for the
Scots yesterday. Wooster as a
team broke out of a scoring slump
yesterday, scoring double-dig- it
runs for the first time in six games.
The Scots play today in Canton
at 7 p.m. versus Walsh University.

Softball.
Women's Tennis
20 at Oberlin April 20 at Wittenberg
April 21
April 24 vs Malone
Jfkf,!rie
Men's Tennis
.
Apnl 23 at Kenyon
23 at Case
Western Reserve
April

